Knocking down the expression of Aurora-A gene inhibits cell proliferation and induces G2/M phase arrest in human small cell lung cancer cells
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Abstract. A hallmark of small cell lung cancer (SCLC) is frequent relapse characterized by newfound resistance to formerly efficacious chemotherapies. The prognosis for SCLC patients is particularly unfavorable. Aurora kinase A (AURKA), a member of the serine/threonine kinase family, is overexpressed across many types of human tumors. Recent studies have identified AURKA as an important factor in tumorigenesis, but little is known regarding its specific roles in SCLC. The aim of the present study was to establish the roles of AURKA in the molecular pathogenesis of human SCLC. In the present study, we constructed a lentiviral vector to express siRNA against AURKA (LV-AURKA siRNA). As we expected, the viral construct effectively suppressed the expression of the AURKA gene and protein in H446 and H1688 cell lines. Additionally, RNA interference of AURKA inhibited the colony formation and subsequent growth of H446 and H1688 cell lines by increasing the incidence of cell cycle arrest in the G2/M phase. Furthermore, suppression of AURKA by LV-AURKA siRNA also increased apoptosis of SCLC cells. A potential mechanism for the increase of apoptosis is the downregulation of Bcl-2 and upregulation of Bax. AURKA gene suppression may provide a novel, effective therapy for SCLC patients by inhibiting cell division and increasing the rate of apoptosis of SCLC cells.

Introduction

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related mortality worldwide. Small cell lung cancer (SCLC) accounts for 13% of lung cancer-related deaths and 12% of deaths from all other types of cancer (1,2). SCLC is recognized for its aggressiveness, displaying rapid growth throughout and early, widespread metastasis (3). In addition, chemotherapy does not consistently prolong the survival of SCLC patients, especially following relapse, as demonstrated by several previous studies (4). Aside from the lack of efficacy of current treatments, the relatively few molecules identified for precise targeting is a key contributing factor to the low survival rate. Thus, understanding the molecular underpinnings of SCLC, and revealing effective treatment options for SCLC, are necessary to improve outcomes for SCLC patients.

Aurora kinase A (AURKA) is a centrosome-associated serine/threonine kinase. AURKA participates in several crucial mitotic events, including centrosome maturation and separation, formation of the bipolar spindle, chromosome alignment and segregation, and cytokinesis (5,6). Performing an essential role as a facilitator in cell cycle progression, AURKA is an important oncogene. The AURKA is located in chromosome 20q13.2. This region is frequently amplified in a variety of cancers. Also, AURKA overexpression is identified in gastric, breast, ovarian, colorectal and esophageal tissues (7). Overexpression of AURKA has been shown to paralyze the G2/M checkpoint and spindle assembly checkpoints, enabling rogue cells with defective spindles and damaged DNA to enter mitosis and anaphase. These defects
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likely contribute to genomic instability, and ultimately, carcinogenesis (8,9). Centrosome amplification and aneuploidy, two additional molecular drivers of genomic instability and tumorigenesis, have also been associated with the overexpression of AURKA (10,11).

In the last decade, RNA interference (RNAi) has served as a powerful tool for precisely inhibiting selective gene expression. The application of RNAi to medicine is a promising treatment option for various diseases, especially cancer (12,13). The introduction of nucleic acids such as non-coding, synthetic small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) can modulate the expression of target genes in a sequence-dependent manner. This occurs through two mechanisms that siRNA incorporates into RNA-induced silencing complexes (RISCs), and thereafter actively degrades and represses the translation of corresponding messenger RNAs (mRNAs) (14,15).

There is little knowledge regarding the function of AURKA in SCLC cells. In the present study, we knocked down AURKA gene in two SCLC cell lines, H446 and H1688, and the apoptosis of these cells increased through downregulation of Bcl-2 and upregulation of Bax, which provides new insights into the roles of AURKA in SCLC treatment.

Materials and methods

Cell culture. The human SCLC cell lines H446 and H1688 were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U/ml penicillin and 0.1 mg/ml streptomycin under normoxic conditions (95% O₂ and 5% CO₂) at 37°C.

Cell growth inhibition assay. The effects of AURKA shRNA infection on the proliferation of H446 and H1688 cells were analyzed by methylthiazolyldiphenyl-tetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay. The SCLC cells were seeded into a 96-well plate at a concentration of 5x10³ cells/well for several different time courses. A total of 20 µl of MTT (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) stock solution (5 mg/ml) was added to each well and the cultures were incubated at 37°C for an additional 4 h. This period of time was sufficient for formazan crystals to precipitate. These were then dissolved by adding 150 µl of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to each well. The optical density was read by an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (490 nm).

Recombination lentivirus generation. The sequence for human AURKA specific small interfering RNA (siRNA) sequence is 5′-GAAAGCTCCACATCAATAA-3′; this was designed with the sequence generator accessible on Invitrogen’s website, using the AURKA sequence as a reference (GeneBank code: NM_003600). The non-silencing (NS) sequence (5′-TTCTCC GAACGTTGTCGCT-3′) was used as a random, scrambled control. The short hairpin RNA (shRNA) cassette against AURKA was: 5′-CCGCGAGAGAGCTCCACATCAATAAT TCAAGAGATTTTGATGCGACCTTCTTGTTTG-3′, with two cohesive ends for ligation into the pGCSIL-GFP vector. Pairs of complementary oligonucleotides of these sequences were ligated into the pGCSIL-GFP vector. The constructed lentiviral plasmid was hereafter denoted as pGCSIL-GFP-shAURKA. By co-transfection of pGCSIL-GFP-shAURKA into pHelper 1.0 and pHelper 2.0 plasmids, AURKA and lentivirus were re-generated in 293T cells. The final lentiviral construct was referred to as LV-AURKA siRNA or AURKA-siRNA. We generated lentiviruses that express non-silencing, scrambled shRNA as a control, which we refer to as scr-siRNA. The SCLC cells were transfected with the AURKA siRNA and scramble siRNA, respectively.

Lentivirus infection. Cells were incubated with lentivirus in a small volume of serum-free DMEM at 37°C for 4 h. DMEM containing 10% FBS was then added and cells were placed in the incubator for an additional period of time, as indicated, for the remainder of the experiment. Green fluorescent protein (GFP) showed that the infection efficiency in SCLC cells was ~90% at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 30, no viral cellular toxicity was noted at this concentration of lentivirus. Thus, the following experiments were performed using this concentration to achieve MOI of 30, except where indicated otherwise.

Real-time PCR analysis. The mRNA of AURKA in SCLC cells was analyzed by real-time PCR. RNA was initially extracted from lentivirus-infected SCLC cells 5 days post-infection using TRIzol (Invitrogen). Reverse transcription was performed using a Promega M-MLV cDNA synthesis kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Real-time qPCR analysis was performed using the SYBR-Green Master Mix kit and the DNA Engine Opticon™ System (MJ Research, Waltham, MA, USA). The expression of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was used as an internal control. The forward and reverse primers of AURKA were: 5′-GCC CTG TCT TAC TGT CAT TG-3′ and 5′-AGG TCT CTT GGT ATG TTG C-3′, respectively. The forward and reverse primers of GAPDH were: 5′-TGA CTT CAA CAG CGA CAC CCA-3′ and 5′-CAC CCT GTT GCT GTA GCC AAA-3′, respectively. The relative gene expression levels were calculated using the 2⁻ΔΔCT algorithm.

 Colony-forming assay. A soft agar colony formation assay was performed to assess the anchorage-independent growth ability of SCLC cells as a characteristic of in vitro tumorigenicity. The infected SCLC cells were counted and inoculated in 6-well plates at a density of 500 cells/well. Following incubation for 14 days, the SCLC cells were immobilized by 4% paraformaldehyde and stained using Giemsa dye for 20 min. Then, the cells were rinsed with distilled water and colonies were counted and photographed under a microscope.

Flow cytometry analysis. The SCLC cells were briefly seeded and infected with virus in stock medium. The stock medium was then removed and replaced with a serum-free medium for 48 h incubation. After the time period, adherent cells were harvested by trypsinization and suspended in 0.5 ml of 70% alcohol. They were briefly subjected to 4°C conditions for 30 min. The cells were then incubated with 50 µg/ml of propidium iodide (PI, Sigma) for 1 h in the dark. A total of 1.0x10⁵ SCLC cells were washed twice with ice-cold PBS and incubated for 15 min in 100 µl staining buffer that included 5 µl APC labeled Annexin V. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis for Annexin V staining was
performed by flow cytometer. The DNA content of stained nuclei was analyzed by a flow cytometer using MultiCycle DNA cell cycle analyzed software to determine the percentage of cells for each phase of the cell cycle. Each experiment was performed in triplicate.

**Western blot analysis.** The SCLC cell pellets were lysed with protein extraction solution and incubated at -20°C for 20 min. The cell lysates were then centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 5 min and total proteins were collected.

After protein quantization using a Coomassie brilliant blue assay, 50 µg of protein was separated by 10% SDS-PAGE and transferred to a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane. The membrane was blocked with 5% skim milk and proteins were detected with primary antibodies against Aurora-A, Bcl-2, Bax, CDK1 and GAPDH. The primary antibody was detected with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse for 1 h at 25°C. The horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody was visualized with enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL; Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA). GAPDH was once more used as an internal positive control.

**Statistical analysis.** Data are represented as a means ± SD of results from the three independent experiments with similar patterns. Statistical significance of difference between AURKA-siRNA and scr-siRNA groups was determined by Student’s t-test and one-way ANOVA using GraphPad Prism 5.0 software. For all experiments, p<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.

**Results**

**Construction of lentivirus vector mediating RNAi targeting of AURKA (LV-AURKA siRNA) and its effects on AURKA expression.** To elucidate the role of AURKA in SCLC, we first constructed lentivirus vectors to deliver either AURKA-specific siRNA or non-specific scramble-siRNA. H446 and H1688 SCLC cell lines were randomly infected with one of the vector types. To investigate the lentiviral infection efficiency, an immunofluorescence assay was conducted, which showed that >90% of the cells exhibited the green fluorescence indicative of infection (Fig. 1). To confirm whether the AURKA-siRNA had silenced the expression of AURKA and dampened AURKA protein levels, real-time qPCR and western blot analyses were performed on the lentivirus-infected cells. The results indicated that the quantity of AURKA mRNA (Fig. 2A) and protein (Fig. 2B) were significantly reduced by the infection of AURKA-siRNA in both H446 and H1688 cells compared to scr-siRNA treatment groups. These results suggest that the AURKA-siRNA effectively suppressed the AURKA expression in SCLC cells.

**Effects of AURKA-siRNA on cell proliferation, colony formation.** An MTT assay was performed to study the effect of AURKA-siRNA on H446 and H1688 cell growth. As shown in Fig. 3, both H446 (Fig. 3A) and H1688 cells (Fig. 3B) showed significant (p<0.01) reduction in cell viability. These results indicate that the proliferation rate of cells is significantly dampened when the AURKA gene was silenced. AURKA is a facilitator of cell division, and the frequency of cell division mirrors the magnitude of AURKA protein presence in the cell in a parallel fashion.

Heightened colony formation is an essential morphologic feature of the SCLC cells. The result of a colony formation assay showed that in H446 cells the number of colonies of the AURKA-siRNA group (14±1) was significantly less than that of the scr-siRNA group (44±4) (p<0.01) (Fig. 4A). In H1688 cells, the number of colonies of the AURKA-siRNA group was 1±1, markedly lower than that in the scr-siRNA group (41±2) (p<0.01) (Fig. 4B). These results demonstrated that a reduction in AURKA expression resulted in a decreased ability of the H446 and H1688 cell types to form colonies.
Cell cycle profile analysis after knockdown of AURKA in SCLC cells. To determine if cell growth inhibition was the upshot of a shift in the cell cycle, we examined cell cycle phase distribution of SCLC cells after the silencing of AURKA. As shown in Fig. 5, treatment with AURKA-siRNA resulted in an increase in the percentage of H446 cells in the G2/M phase from 3.13±0.29% to 11.62±0.19% (p<0.01). Concomitant with this increase in the percentage of cells in the G2/M phase was a significant decrease in the percentage of cells in G1 phase, from 64.10±0.30% to 51.44±0.72% (p<0.01). Treatment with
AURKA-siRNA resulted in an increase in the percentage of H1688 cells in the G2/M phase, from 6.77±0.70% to 10.35±0.56% (p<0.01). This was accompanied by a significant reduction of the fraction of S phase cells from 20.65±0.93% to 12.93±1.09% (p<0.01). These results together suggest that the depletion of AURKA inhibited the proliferation of SCLC cells by prompting arrest in G2/M phase of the cell cycle.

To determine whether the depletion of AURKA induces cell apoptosis, flow cytometry was used to analyze the apoptosis of H446 and H1688 cells after infection with AURKA-siRNA for 72 h. As shown in Fig. 6, flow cytometry analysis showed that the percentage of apoptotic H446 cells was 14.97±0.56% in scr-siRNA group and increased to 24.29±1.07% in AURKA-siRNA group (p<0.01) (Fig. 6A). The percentage of apoptotic H1688 cells was 4.41±0.39% in scr-siRNA group cells and increased to 9.56±0.38% in AURKA-siRNA group (p<0.01) (Fig. 6B). These data suggest that the depletion of AURKA specifically induced apoptosis of the SCLC cells.

Apoptosis of H446 cells following AURKA inhibition are associated with downregulated Bcl-2 and upregulated Bax. Western blot assay showed that AURKA inhibition resulted in decreased expression of CDK1 protein, reinforcing the likelihood of G2/M cell cycle arrest in H446 cells (Fig. 7A). In order to examine the molecular mechanism of AURKA in cell apoptosis, we analyzed two key apoptotic mediators of the Bcl-2 family, Bcl-2 and Bax. Our results revealed that the knockdown of AURKA downregulated Bcl-2 and upregulated Bax expression in H446 cells. This result indicates that the

Figure 5. Effect of AURKA silencing on the cell-cycle distribution of SCLC cells. (A) The flow cytometric histogram and the number of cells under each phase of the cell cycle in both H446 and H1688 cells. (B) Numerical representation of the cells under each phase of the cell cycle in both H446 and H1688 cells. Flow cytometric analysis showed that knockdown of AURKA expression by LV-AURKA siRNA induced G2/M phase arrest to disrupt cell cycle progression. **p<0.01, compared with control treatment. AURKA, Aurora kinase A; SCLC, small cell lung cancer; siRNA, small interfering RNA.
heightened apoptosis associated with AURKA downregulation may be partly mediated by these Bcl-2 family proteins in H446 cells (Fig. 7B).

Discussion

SCLC is a type of highly malignant lung tumor that metastasizes markedly quickly after its initial genesis (16). In a previous study, ectopic expression of AURKA in NIH 3T3 cells and Rat1 fibroblasts led to centrosome amplification and cell transformation in vitro and manifested in tumorigenesis in vivo (17). The expression of AURKA mRNA and protein is associated with the tumor stage and metastasis in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (18). Aneuploidy and overexpression of AURKA have been shown to predict poor outcome in serous ovarian carcinoma (19). These findings suggest that AURKA is a potential target for diagnosis and treatment for various types of cancer. However, little is known about the mechanisms of action of AURKA in SCLC.

RNA interference (RNAi) is a widely used technique to reduce the expression level of target proteins (20). The lentivirus vector is an effective vehicle for introducing RNAi into cells under controlled conditions (21). The vector is capable of integrating a vast amount of genetic information into the host's genome. The host cell permanently expresses the viral vector gene as if it was its own. We used this methodology in our study to downregulate the expression of AURKA gene, resulting in partial to complete loss of function gene (22).

In the present study, we observed that suppression of AURKA expression by AURKA-siRNA led to prompted mitotic arrest of the H446 and H1688 cells in the G2/M phase, and induced apoptosis. Other studies have found that the knockdown of AURKA inhibits tumor cell proliferation and invasion, and enhances apoptosis in other types of cancer, such as human esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) (23). Wang et al found that the knockdown of AURKA led to increased genomic stabilization and slowed the progression of the cell cycle in addition to the aforementioned processes in ESCC cells (24). Another study,
by Yang et al, demonstrated that the knockdown of AURKA in ovarian cancer cell lines disabled the cancer's ability to thrive, which is also through the same molecular processes (25). Our findings confirm AURKA's role in SCLC cells.

CDK1 is necessary for cells to exit the G2 phase and enter mitosis (26). CDK1 activity is determined by the relative levels of CDK1 activators and repressors in the cellular environment. The major activator of CDK1 is cyclin B1 (27). Activated AURKA is required for the recruitment of CDK1-cyclin B1 to the centrosome and thus the commitment of a cell to mitosis. Moreover, AURKA phosphorylates CDC25B at the centrosome and contributes to G2/M transition in cancer cells (28). Our findings demonstrated that AURKA inhibition resulted in decreased CDK1 protein expression. This may be associated with the noted G2/M arrest. Moreover, apoptosis is partially modulated by the Bcl-2 family, including both apoptotic enabling as well as inhibiting factors (29,30). Bcl-2 and Bax are among the most widely recognized pro-survival pro-apoptotic proteins, respectively. Bcl-2 and Bax can form homodimers or heterodimers with one another (31). Reduced Bcl-2 expression in the presence of increased Bax expression likely generates a dominant signal in favor of cell death (32). In the present study, we found that the knockdown of AURKA decreased Bcl-2 expression and increased Bax expression. This indicates that the Bcl-2 family may be implicated in the apoptosis of H446 cells following knockdown of AURKA.

In conclusion, our results demonstrated that the significant downregulation of AURKA expression by AURKA siRNA in SCLC cells inhibited cell proliferation and induced cell apoptosis. A potential mechanism of the mitotic suppression was widespread arrest in the G2/M phase of the cell cycle. In addition, the increased cell apoptosis rate after knockdown of the AURKA gene may be partially through downregulation of Bcl-2 and upregulation of Bax. Our data therefore elucidate the potentially therapeutic roles of AURKA in SCLC.
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